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AMTRACT

The recA mutant has been shown to be completely recombination
deficient and highly UV-sensitive. Also, this mutant is remarkably deficient
in inducible "SOS" DNA repair and, consequently it is nQ.1 UV-mutable and it
cannot perform W-reactivation, an inducible non-excision repair dependent
enhancement of phage .recovery.

The recB-recF- double mutant like the

recA mutant, is recombination deficient and UV-sensitive.
As observed, each of these mutations appear to block an independent
pathway of genetic recombination.
We are interested in determining how closely the recB-recF- double
mutant resembles the recA mutant. In this perspective we looked at the Wreactivation of double stranded bacteriophage

A

and single stranded bac-

teriophage fd.
On examining the W-reactivation for phage

A , it is seen that the

recB- and recF- mutants separately lead to a reduction of UV-reactivation
efficiency but when spliced, the recB-recF- double mutant further leads to a
reduction of W-reactivation even though this is still significant in magnitude
when compared to the results obtained for the recA mutant. In the recA
mutant W-reactivation capability is totally absent.
Contrary to our results with bacteriophage

A , the recB- and recF

mutants individually show enhanced W-reactivation of fd phage. The double
mutant recB-recF- however, shows virtually no UV-reactivation potential.
recA mutant. Host-cell reactivation - an excision
This is the same case for -.repair dependent potential was examined in the fd phage,

I

A

vir and Pl vira.

Our results demonstrate that host-cell recovery is non-existent in fd phage.
On the other hand, we noticed high levels of phage recovery in ,\ vir and Pl
vira.
We have demonstrated that although recB-recF- double mutant
closely resembles the recA single mutant in their UV-sensitivity and recom
bination profile, this resemblance is seen to be parallel when their UV-indu
cible capability is examined in double stranded bacteriophages.
We therefore conclude that there are significant levels of inducible
"SOS" DNA repair occurring in the recB- and recF- mutants and not in the
double mutant, recB-recF-. This is due to the fact that there are genetic
differences in the inducible DNA repair capability of single stranded and
double stranded bacteriophages.
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INTRODUCTION

DNA is .subject, to attack by exogenou� chemicals and phY.sical agents.
These activities have. p�en demonstrated to cause (frastic alterations in the
structure of DNA and major disruptions o.f its role in the maintenance of
genetic continuity. It has also b�en observed tpat these disruptions lead to
modifications of, the nucleotide bases or to the formatiqn of a�ducts. Such
damage to DNA has been linked to mutagenesis a11d le�hality of cells. Thus,
the restoration of the stru�tural integrity of DNA-, (three dimensional
structure of the dquble-stranded DNA helix) by a repair process is therefore
a vital function of every living cell-prokaryotic or eukaryotic.
The complementary double stranded structure of DNA has provided
some advantage for both its replication and repair. Usually one s�rand is
in'{olved. A& one of the two strands is damaged, the ,encoded �nformation in
the nucleotid� sequence is retair;ied by the. intact complementary strand,
which then serves as a template for the repair of the damaged or distorted
strand.
Many photoproducts are formed when cells are exposed to Ultra
violet light but as of now, studies dealing with the repair of DNA damage
after UV-irradiation have focused on the formation of cyclobutane pyrimi
dine dimers. This is because:
a.

thymine - thymine dimers -are formed more readily than, thy
mine - cytosine and cytosine - cytosine dimers {R. B. Setlow,
1966).
3

b.

Pyrimidine dimers are stable to acid and enzymatic hydrolysis
(R. B. Set low et al; 1964 ).

c.

It is suggested that pyrimidine dimers (thymine - thymine)
cause most of the lethal and mutagenic effects observed in
prokaryotic and eukaryotic DNA even at low UV doses.

d.

that pyrimidine dimers have been strongly implicated as the
important initial DNA damage in tumor induction - hence a
correlation between carcinogenicity and DNA damage as
measured by mutagenesis (R. W. Hart, R. B. Setlow and A. D.
Woodhead, 1977).

When cells are ~xposed to Ultra-violet (UV) radiation, a fusion pccurs
between adjacent pyrimidine bases and this results in the formation of
pyrimidine dimers (Fig 1). Dimers of this nature are capable of disrupting
DNA replication and transcription processes and if they go unrepaired may
result in cell mutagenesis or death (R. B. Setlow, 1966; E. M. Witkin, 1969).
Cells have evolved ways of removing or tolerating such genetic
damage (R. B. Setlow, 1964; Rupp and Howard-Flanders, 1964; HowardFlanders, 1968), through DNA repair enzyme systems: Such systems consist
of four mechanisms, namely (Fig. 2)
a.

Photoreactivation

b.

Excision repair

c.

Post-replication repair (mechanism that tolerates the existance of unrepaired pyrimidine dimers during replication) or
recombination repair

4

Fig. 1

Diagrammatic representation of a UV-induced thymine thymine ( T " T) dimer

5

+UV

>

d.

Inducible "SOS" repair

Despite the differences that exist among these mechanisms, the end result is
directed towards cell survival in toto. The under standing of the mechanism
of DNA repair at the molecular, genetic and biochemical levels has surfaced
through the use of various radiation sensitive mutant strains (A.J. Clark and
A. K. Ganesan, 1975) of E.coli K-12. Fig. 3 shows the E.coli K-12 linkage
map that pin points the gene loci encoding for repair enzymes necessary for
the repair of UV-induced DNA damage. Each of these mechanisms will be
discussed in detail below.
DNA Repair Mechanisms
Photoreactivation is a process of photoenzymatic repair in which
dimer lesic?ns are enzymatically reversed by photoreactivating enzyme (PRE)
when UV-irradia}ed .cells are exposed to visible light wave lengths of about
310 NM-400 nm. Dur�ng photore�ctivation, PRE which is, encoded by the phr
genes, binds to the pyrimidine dimer in dark, and on exposure to
photoreactivating l!ght, PRE absorbes the light and monomerizes the dimer
in situ (Cook, 1967; Sutherland, 1978). During this process no strand break
age occurs and the pyrimidine dimer is removed without the d.isruption of
other nucleotides (A. Kelner, 1949; E. M. Witkin, 1969). The photoreac
tivation process is thought to be 90% error free.
b.

Excision Repair:

In the absence of photoreactivation, pyrimidine

dimers can be removed by excision repair. This repair system in
volves an inter-play of multienzymes and it can occur in the absence
of visible light.. It is characterized by four co-ordinated enzymatic

7

steps namely: Incision, excision, repair replication or resynthesis and
joining via ligation. During excision repair, the phosphodiester bonds
undergQ major disruptions and dimers are

released as oligo-

nucleotides. These gaps - phosphodiester breaks that are created, are
closed by a de !!2Y2 DNA synthesis - repair replication (R. B. Setlow
and Carrier, 1964; Boyce and Howard-Flanders, 1964).
b. i.

Incision:

Excision repair is initiated by incision step (Howard-

Flanders, Boyce and Theriot, 1966} and is controlled by three genes uvrA, uvrB and uvrC.

Incision starts when a pyrimidine dimer is

recognized and uvr A and uvrB endonucleases then complement each
other and introduce a nick at the 5' phosphoryl and 3' OH termini
close to the dimer. Presently, the exact sequence of how these two
genes work is not known but it is postulated that the uvrB gene
recognizes the dimer, binds to it to form a complex and then the uvrA
gene forms the nick. Mutations in either the uvrA or uvrB locus completely block the incision process because these genes code for a DNA
binding

protein

and

an

endonuclease

respectively

(personal

communication, R. H. Rothman). The other gene involved in incision
step is uvrC. It is thought to display a slower rate of incision when
compared to excision proficient strains, and mutations at this locus
do not completely block the incision repair step (Braun and Grossman,
1974).

It has also been suggested that the uvrC gene protects the

nick from being resealed by ligase (Seeburg and Rupp, 1975) but
converts it to a repair intermediate (Moses and Sharma, 1979;
Seeberg and Strike, 1976; and R. H. Rothman, 1980).
8

.Fig. 2

Diagrammatic summar y of the pathway for the metabolism of
UV-induced DNA damage in E. coli
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Genetic linkage map of Escherichia coli showing the location
of genes involved in the repair of UV-induced DNA damage.
Nearby auxotrophic markers are also included on the inside of
'

~he genetic map circle for reference. Hfr points of origin ( -4
) and direction of transfer are also included (Bachman and
Low, 1980; Clark and Ganesman, 1975).
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b. ii. Excision:

After incision, two over lapping steps, excision and re-

synthesis occur. .Excision involves the exonucleolytic removal of UVinduced pyrimidine dimers and also adjacent nucleotides.

DNA

polymerases I and III associated exonudeases and exonuclease VII
have been implicated here but their precise roles in such a mechanism
have not been properly determined. Presently, it is thought that all
three enzymes possess 5'

--=> 3'

polymerizing and exonucleolytic

activities (Chase and Richardson, 1975; Kelly, Atkinson, J. Huberman
and Kornberg, 1969) and they are encoded by polA·, dnaE and XseA
genes respectively (Richardson and Livingston, 1976). In addition to
the 5' -~ 3' exonucleolytic activity possessed by polymerase I in the
excision of

pyrimidine dimers, it has been established that it

performs other multifunctional roles. Coupled with its polymerizing
properties, polymerase I is associated with 3'

~

5' exonucleolytic

activity (Heyneker et al; 1971; Friedberg and Lehman 197 4) in vitro.
Lastly, polymerase I possesses an editing function through which the
exonuclease activity is capable of digesting in a direction opposite (3'
--~ 5') to that of polymerization up to the point of hydrogen stability.
This was demonstrated by Brutlag and Kornberg after they found out
that

synthetic

duplex

model

polymers

that

contain

non-

complementary nucleotides at the 3' end of the primer template are
removed by DNA polymerase's 3' -->.5' exonucleolytic activity.
E. coll polymerase III like polymerase I, is associated with 3' -~5' and
5' --.;> 31 hydrolytic activity (Kaplin J.E.; 1971).
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The 3' --=,5'

exonucleolytic activity of polymerase III has been shown to be
specific for single stranded DNA and it is thought to release 5' mon
onucleotides because its activity is inhibited by the 3' - phosphoryl
group (same vol). Meanwhile polymerase III 5' � 3' exonucleolytic
activity has been suggested to initiate hydrolysis on a single stranded
DNA and then proceed into a duplex region as soon as initiation has
occurred (Masker et al; 1973). Secondly, the 5' -�3' exonucleolytic
activity of polymerase III has also been implicated to cause hydrolysis
of double stranded DNA that possesses a single stranded 5' terminus
to yeild limited porducts of dinucleotides and mononucleotides (M. L.
Grafter, 1975). Mutations in the pole gene that lead to a deficiency
in polymerase III have only been obtained as temperature-sensitive
lethals and, as a result, it has been difficult to assess their UV
sensitivity under the conditions in which polymerase III does n ot
function (R. C. Tait and D. W. Smith, 1974).
b. iii. Resynthesis or Repair replication
Following excision of the damaged DNA region, the DNA polymerases
begin to catalyze the reinsertation of the missing nucleotide bases
with the complementary DNA (intact) strand, serving as a template
(D. F. Pettijohn and P. C. Hanawalt, 1964). As pyrimidine dimers are
excised in the damaged strand, polymerase I binds to the en
donucleolytic nick introduced by uvrA and uvrB proteins and
catalyzes the incorporation of new nucleotides via nick translation
(Kelly et al, 1970).

Masume and Richardson O 970) have suggested

14

that nick translation is one of the means by which dimers are
repl.clc;ed by undamaged nucleotidE; bases and that even though DNA
polymerase I polymerizes via nick translation the enzyme starts to
cJisplace the strand in front of it after the incorporation of 10-50
nucleotide bases. These results have also been confirmed by Chase
and Richardson, 1974.
It has been shown that mutants that are deficient in ploymerase I
(polA-) are also UV-sensitive (De Lucia and Cairns, 1969) and that
they display a slower rate of dimer excision and nucleotide reinsertion than wild type strains (uvr +).

In these polA- mutants, dimer

excision or resyntheses is accomplished only after a long period of
time (Boyle, Patterson and Setlow, 1970) and strand ligation is
delayed accordingly (Kanner and Hanawalt, 1970). As of now, it has
never been shown that a single mutation or a combination of mutations of polA completely inhibits excision repair by blocking the
excision or resynthesis step. Complete blockage is observed only with
mutations at uvrA, uvrB locus-incision, (P. K. Cooper and P.

C.

Hanawalt, 1971) first step in excision repair.
Cooper and Hanawalt (1972a) have shown that in wild type
strains of E.coli K-12 repair patch size is heterogeneous. Therefore
both short patch and long patch repair pathways occur, with the
former being predominant (20-30 nucleotides) and the later being the
remaining repair patch pathway. The short patch repair pathway is
known to be constitutive and a majority of lesions in DNA (caused by
chemical and physical agents) are repaired by this repair mode and
15

about 30 or less nucleotides are patched. Also, short patch repair
pathway is thought to be highly efficient and it is mediated by
polymerase I (P. K. Cooper and P. C. Hanawalt, 1972a). The other
repair pathway - long patch, occurs mostly in mutants that lack DNA
polymerase I and 300 or more nucleotide bases in length are repaired.
DNA polymerase III and II have been implicated to be involved here
(Youngs and K. Smith, 1973; W. Masker, P. C. Hanawalt and H.
Shizuya, 1973a). In the light of the above, it is indicated that these
two modes of repair are due to genetically ·distinct jmd enzymatic
pathways (P.K.Cooper and J.C.Hunt, 1978)
Using McGrath and Williams (1966) methods, (which is based on
the amount of repair replication and rejoining of incision breaks as
determined by alkaline sucrose gradients), R. B. Setlow, 1968b. was
able to examine post . incision activities under the preamble of the
rate at which ·dimers are released through a dimer excision assay
method and the length of the

repair patches produced

via

bromodeoxyuridine 313-nm photolysis techniques (Setlow, Regan, Ley,

--

1974; Setlow and Regan, 1981 respectively). Through these studies
they provided evidence for the two different size classes of patches
that are lesion specific - short and long patch. Only the long patch
repair occurs in mutants that are deficient in polymerizing activity. of
polymerase I (Cooper and Hanawalt, 1972b). In these mutants, dimers
are known to be excised more slowly despite the fact that ,the· final
magnitude of excision is comparable to that seen in wild type cells
(W. Clickman, 1974 and Deutsch, J. Dorson and R. E.Moses, 1976).
P. K. Cooper and Hanawalt (1972b) have revealed that long patch
16

repair pathway is dependent upon recA + genotype, it involves de novo
protein synthesis, that i't is UV-inducible (Cooper and Hunt, 1978) and
it requires ATP-for the enlargement of gaps (Masker, Hanawalt and
Shizuya, 1973).
Although it is known that the three DNA polymerases of E.
coli K-12 are capable of carrying out the repair resynthesis step,
their relative importance for dealing with particular sites in the
j

damaged DNA strand has not been documented. Presently, most data
~

has linked slow dimer excision with a decrease in polymerization
ability as opposed to a loss in 5' -~3' exonuclease ability as opposed
to a loss in 5' --~ 3' ~xonuclease activity ( P. Cooper, J. C. Hunt,
1978 and J. W. Chase, W. E. Masker and J. B. Murphy, 1979). If this is
the case then the reinsertion step can be associated with a patch and
cut model. Following this hypothesis, R. H. Rothman (1978), found
out that in' 'the recL152 mutant, only ·long patches are synthesized.
This is 'because such mutations block the short patch repair pathway.
Or the recL152 mutant causes 'the synthesis of long patches by
changing the rate-limiting step in the short patch pathway, thus
converting it into long patch pathway. This same argument can be
applied to poIAI; if we assume that polAl could act by blocking short
patch repair mode or it converts the short patch pathway into a :1ong
patch pathway simply by being replaced by another polymerasepolymerase III, which has a different susceptibilities to the elements
that regulate excision repair.

Matson and Bambara (1981) have

measured the processivity of polymerase I by looking at the number
of nucleotide bases that are synthesized with each interaction of

17

p~lymerase I with the DNA template.

They found out that the

number is about 20 nucleo,tides in length and this so far fits perfectly
with the model that polymerase I is involved in the regulation of the
short patch repair pathway.
b. iv. Ligation:
The final step in excision repair is the sealing of the surgarphosphate linkage by a polynucleotide ligase (encoded by the !!g.
gene). This enzyme is able to catalyze phosphodiester bond formafion
between a 5'-phospt)orylated terminus of the double stranded DNA
molecule with /3. juxtapos~ nucleotide at the 3' growing. end of the
chain that has a free 3' hydroxyl group. In this way the 3.' OH end of
the newly synthesized portion of DNA is sealed by linkage to the
parental DNA (E. B. Konrad, P. Modrich and L R. Lehman, 1973).

c.

Post-replication ana recombination repairs:
In the absence of photoreactivation and excision repair, dimers
can be toferated within damaged 'DNA strand through post replication
repair mechanism (Rupp and P. Howard-Flanders, 1968; K. C. Smith,
1969). What occurs here is that replication goes on until a pyrimidine
dimer is confronted, then it stops and the process is reinitiated at the

5' side, thus leaving a gap of approximately 10 3' nucleotides long in
the daughter strand opposite the dimer (Rupp and Iyer, 1971). Such a
gap is known to contairi 5' phosphoryl and 3' OH termini and this is
subsequently filled through cross-over exchanges between the sister
helices.

As this process goes on, the discontim~ous parental strands

are later rejoined by a de novo protein synthesis mechanism that
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utilizes the undamaged portion of the complementary daughter
strands as the template (Rupp and Howard-Flanders, 1971; Bridges
and Sedgewick, 197 5). Cross-over exchanges between sister helices
resulting in gap filling contributes towards cell survival. In excision
deficient strains the dimer containing strand is ultimately diluted out
of the culture with subsequent rounds of replication (Rupp, 1972; A.
Ganesan, 1974).
Excision defective repair mutants of E.coli K-12 that are able
to carry on post-replication repair are dependent upon the rec
(recombination) system of genes - recA, recB, recC, recF, recL, and
recE (Smith, 1971) LexA, polA (Youngs and Smith, 1973) arn:I uvrD
(Youngs and Smith, 1976). Rothman and A. J. Clark, (1.977a) have
suggested that the de� protein synthesis that occurs during post
replication recombinational repair requires recL gene and ploymerase
I.

In the recF mutant, as post-replication begins the newly

synthesized DNA fragment grows in size by a factor of two, then
repair stops, and no further change is observed.

This possibly ac

counts for accumulation of an early intermediate during post-repli
cation repair in which the fragments become covalently linked to the
intact DNA strands.
Mutations in any of the � genes lead to more strain sensi
tization to UV-light and a slower rate of post-replication repair.
Rothman and Clark (1977b) observed that mutations in the recF gene
block post-replication repair. Other investigators - Howard-Flanders,
Theriot and Stecheford 1969; A. Ganesan (1974) arrived at similar
J.9

conclusions.
Smith and Meun (1970), on testing the

~

(deficient) mutants

for post-replication repair found out that recA mutants were unable
to join fragments. Mutations in recs and recC genes also result in a
deficiency in post-replication repair (Youngs and Smith, 1976).
Finally, LexA (Youngs and Smith, 197.3; 1976; Sedgewick, 1975; A.
Ganesan, 1975) and uvrO (Youngs and Smith, 1976) mutations display
the same effect as mentioned above. Nonetheless, the above mutations are diversely organized into multiple pathways of post-replication (genetic recombination) repair and it has been suggested that all
are dependent upon recA genes (S. Sedgewick, 197 5; Youngs and
Smith, 1976) and each one of these pathways utilizes at least one
biochemical function that is not shared by others (A.J. Clark, 197 la
and 1971b).
The survival of colony forming ability of excision defective
mutants of E. coli K-12 that are able to carry on post-replication
repair depends on recombinational repair and this repair pathway has
been shown to require recA + genotype. On the contrary, it should be
noted that, although recA + gene product is involved because it is
necessary for any type of genetic recombination {A. J. Clark, 1973),
it does not absolutely imply that, all pathways of post-replication

repair involve recombination.
The major pathway operating in wild type cells is the recs
pathway and it requires exonuclease V (Exov), the product of recs and
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recC genes and _possibly the functions of several other genes
(Goldmark and Linn, 1972). Mutations in recB gene inactivate ExoV
(Suttin and Wright, 1969) and lead to a deficiency in recombinational
ability which can only be restored by sbcB mutation (Kushner et al;
1971). The product of sbcB is exonuclease 1 (Yajko et aH; 1974). It is
suggested that in recB -, recc- strains, exo}' is inactivated by sbcB
mutations. Investigations about mutations thaf block recombination
in a recBC:-sbcB- strain and not in recBt sbcB strain led to the
discovery of a second pathway of recombination - recF pathway (hbrii
and Clark, 1974).

The recF pathway plays a 'minor role in genetic

recombination and it is inhibited by exol (Horii and Clark, 1974).
Mutations in recF gene block recombination in recBC- sbcB mutants
but in the absence of recBC pathway, recF pathway becomes that
alternative pathway of recombination.

Despite the fact that the

recBC and recF pathways are entirely different, both absolµtely tates
the interaction of DNA molecules that regulate recombination
enzymes (Cunningham et al, 1979).
Finally, another pathway - recE has been postulated.

This

pathway was detected as one that is utilized by DNA exo-V defective
+

cells that express constituitively recE - the structural gene for DNA
Exo-VIII (Gillen and Clark, 1974). Dependence on Exo-VIII was shown
by the occurance in a recB21, recC22 sbcA23 strain of recombination

-

--

deficiency mutations in recE. The recE pathway has been determined
by Gillen and Clark (1974) as actually a branch of the recF pathway
which is an exo-V independent pathway, that is inhibited by exo-1
21

(Horii and Clark, 1973} and it is suggested that perhaps exo-VIII acts
to overcome this inhibition.

d.
Inducible "SOS" repair: Errors that occur during the repair of
DNA damage caused by UV-irradiation have been linked somehow to
UV-induced mutations.

This is because, mutations in either recA

(Kondo, 1969; Muira and Tomizawa, 1968; Witkin, 1969) or LexA
(Witkinm 1967; Mount, Low and Edmiston, 1972) genes in E. coli
promote UV-mutability. Also, DNA repair pathways that require both
recA + and LexA + gene product are probably error-prone and could be
responsible for UV-mutability (B. A. Bridges, 1969; E.

M. Wilkin,

1969).
From the above observations, it has been hypothesized that
multiple functions .are expressed when cells (E. coli K,...12) undergo
physical or chemical damage. Some of these functions trigger regulatory "SOS" repair signals (Radman, 197.5) and are regulated by
recA + and LexA + genes {Witkin, Goegre, 1973; Radman, 1974; Devoret et al; 197.5). These "SOS" repair signals include a set of genetically programmed, induced and diverse metabolic responses and
are directed to improve the chances of cell survival and, consequently, increase population fitness (E. M. Wilkin, 1976; M. Defais et al;

1976).
Radman (1974, 197.5) observed that during this process, the
following co-ordinated and related functions are involved:
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1.

Wiegle (W-) reactivation of UV-irr{ldiated bacteriophage

2.

UV-induction of prophage

3.

An error-prone repair pathway that is thought to be
responsible for UV-induced mutagenesis of both the host
cell and infecting bacteriophage

4.

UV-induced filamentation

5.

Production of an inhibitor of post-irridated DNA degredation

6.

Production of protein X (recA - massive synthesis}

7.

Production of all inhibitor of respiration following
irradiation

It has been determined that all of the above functions can be
affecteQ by !1 C~!f1m9n inducing agent (E. Witkin, 1975) and that recA
and LexA mutations do block 1-7. W- reactivation (UV reactivation)
has been observed to be the best test for· inducible E. coli K-12
functions. Weigle (19-53) found out that:

a.

When bacteriophage

A

is irradiated there is an

increase in survival when the host cells are also irradiated prior to infection.
b.

Photoreactivation of host cells before phage il)fection
does not·produce such a survival effect. This implies
that pyrimidine dimers must be present for W.. reactivation to occur and ·that, this is accompanied by a
maximum degree of UV-mutagenesis.

Presently, W- reactivation is characterized by the following:
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i.

That it is triggered by some DNA damage (UV-light, Xray or chemical mutagenes) and , that the presence of
dimers activate the system - hence it is inducible.

ii.

It requires some adequate de

~

protein synthesis

(Setlow, 1972; Defais et al; 1976 and E. Witkin, 1976).
iii.

It involves a variety of genetic functions and as of now,
work on this is centered around, recA+, LexA + and recF
genes.

iv.

Uvr controlled excision repair is presently not implicated in W- reactivation. Apart from these, very little is
understood about the mechanisms of W- reactivation
(Boyle and Setlow, 1970; Radman and Devoret, 1971).

The RecBC and RecF repair pathway
It has been hypothesized that genetic recombination in E. coli
K-12 and its phages occucs:bY several alternative pathways and each
uses its own distinct biochemical mechanism (Clark, A.

J.; 1971,

1973 and 1974). Presently, it is known that genetic recombination in
E. coli is organized into two recA + dependent pathways, namely RecB
and RecF (Horii and Clark, A.J.; 1973). Fig. 4.
In wild type cells, the major pathway is dependent on recB and
recC genes.

The recBC genes determine exonuclease v(Exo V) -

Goldmark and Linn, 1972. Mutations in recBC genes inactivate Exo V
(Buttin and Wright; 1969) and subsequently lead to a deficiency in
recombination which can only be restored by the addition of sbcBmuta tions (Kushner et all; 1971 ). All recBC- mutants of E. coli carry
24

Fig. 4

Diagrammatic summary of the RecB and RecF pathway of
genetic recombination in E. coli K-12 as described by A. J.
Clark, 1971 and 1973.

The thick arrows indicate the pref-

erential formation of the substrate a, which is an intermediate
in the RecBC pathway.
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out significant residual recombination, whereas all recA- mutants do
not form recomblnants (Willets, Clark and Low, 1969). sbcS is the
structural gene for exonuclease 1 (Yajko et al; 1974) and it is believed
that in recs-, recc- strains exonuclease 1 is inactivated by sbcS
mutations. Kushner et al (1971), also found out that exonuclease 1
degrades single-stranded DNA. Investigations about mutations that
block residual recombination and restore rec;+ phenotype that is seen
in a recs- recc- sbcB mutant led to the suggestion of the existance
of an alternative pathway of genetic recombination that is distinct
from the major RecBC pathway. Horii and Clark, (197~) named such
r

a pathway - the RecF pathway - after the recF gene. This pathway
plays a minor but important role in genetic recombination. According
to Clark and Horii (1974), the RecF pathway is inhibited by
exonuclease 1 and that any mutations at the Reef genes locus blocks
genetic recombination in recs-recc- sbcS triple mutant.

In the

absence of RecSC pathway, the RecF pathway becomes the only
alternative pathway of genetic recombination.
Despite the fact that recSC and recF are entirely two different pathways of genetic recombination (A. J. Clark, 1974) they both
require the recA gene product. This is because recA facilitates the
interaction of DNA molecules that regulate recombination enzymes
(Cunningham et al; 1979).

Any mutations at the recA gene locus

block both the RecSC and Reef pathways of genetic recombination
(R. Rothman and T. Kato, 1975). The blockage of both pathways
consequently leads to recombination deficiency levels that are only
27

comparable to recA- mutants.

--

Next, recBC and recF mutants are

--

UV-sensitive and it has been suggested that, they both represent
alternative pathways of non-excision repair. When recBC and recF
strains are exposed to Ultra-violet light, single strand DNA gaps are
observed during replication (Brendel and Haynes, 1973).

This

implicates the occurance of recombinational post-replication repair
in these two strains. Finally, it has been suggested that recF mutants
are involved in a redundant pathway of recombination while recBC
mutants are involved in a residual pathway of recombination.
To further clarify the above - the role of Reel' pathway of
genetic recombination in the metabolism of UV-irradiated DNA in E.
coli K-12 has been under investigation by R. H. Rothman et al (197 5).
Mutations that affect recF - recF143, recF144 and recL152 (Horii and
A. J. Clark, 1973) inhibit post-replication repair (Rothman et al,
1977). Nonetheless, recF143 or recF144 display uvr+ levels of host
cell reactivation. Also, it has been shown that recFI43 and recF144
mutants yield reduced W-reactivation (R. H. Rothman et al, 1979).
But if recLi52 and recFI43 mutants are combined, W-reactivation is
enhanced (R. H. Rothman et al, 1979).
Although RecBC and RecF pathways of repair have been shown
to be independent of each other, they nevertheless interact when both
are present. In accordance with this idea, I have constructed a recBrecF- double mutant through conjugation, transduction, and genetic
manipulation procedures. As predicted, I found the double mutant,
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recB- recF- (BR 61) to be more UV-sensitive than the parent strains
C

- recB- and recF .
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OBJECTIVE
Genetic studies of the recA gene of Escherichia coli K-12 have
shown that it is involved in post-replication

repair, genetic

recombination of homoogous DNA and inducible CW-reactivation).
"SOS" repair (Sedgewick, 1975; Witkin, 1976). This is because the
recA gene has been found to facilitate· the interaction of DNA mole
cules that regulate post replication and recombination enzymes
(Cunningham et al, 1976; Shibata et al, 1979). During W-reactivation
there is a massive production of production of protein X and this has
been determined to be a product of recA (P. T. Emerson and S. C.
West, 1977; Cudas, L.J. and D. W. Mount, 1977). From the above, it
is observed that recA gene has a central functional role in the repair
and mutagenesis of DNA.
Any mutation in the recA gene leads to a blockage or impair 
ment of post-replication, recombination and inducible "SOS" repair
capabilities. W-reactivation is an inducible repair phenomenon and it
+

is recA dependent. Consequently, in the recA56 mutant, inducible
repair is absent. Clark, A. J. and M. R. Volkert (1978) have suggested
that recB21 and recF143 single mutants interact to form recB-recF
double mutant. This double mutant

(recB-recF-) mimics recA single

mutant (such as recA56) in UV-sensitivity profile and recombination
Secondly, a combination of the recB21 and

deficiency capability.

recF 143 single mutant block almost all of recA
recombination potential.
30

+

dependent

It is thus worthwhile to determine how closely recB- recF



double mutant resembles recA mutant . In doing this, the recB- recF
double mutant and other isogenic rec and uvrB mutants were
constructed 'through conjugation, transduction and genetic manipu
lation techniques.

Subsequently, we carried out studies to examine

whether inducible "SOS" repair occurs in the recB- recF- double
mutant. This was achieved by studying the w:..reactivation (an "SOS"
inducible non excision repair dependent enhancement on phage re
covery) capa.bility of the recB- recF_: double mutant.
R. Trgovcevic and W. D. Dean Rupp (197 5) have shown that the
gama (

l(

) gene of

A

vir inactivates the recBC protein which is

necessary for genetic recombination.

Because of this aspect, W

reactivation was also examined in other bacteriophages

- Pl vira - a

double stranded DNA phage and fd - a single stranded DNA phage.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

1)

Bacterial Strains
The bacterial strains and their derivations used for this work

are listed in table 1. The permanent stock cultures of the carefully
isolated mutants were frozen in small sterile vials containing .1 ml of
dimethyl sulphur oxide (D.M.S.O.).

All the working stocks were

cultured on Luria agar slants and stored in a refrigerator.

These

stocks were subcultured every 3-4 weeks so as to keep them fresh.
We used the working stock strains to raise overnight cell
cultures. This was done by transferring cells (using a st~rile loop)
into a sterile _test tube containing Luria broth (growth medium). The
culture was left to incubate overnight at 37°C.

On the following

morning, the fresh culture grown overnight is again inoculated into a
Klett flask (1 :20 dilution) and then incubated at 37°C in a rotary
shaker. Cells were allowed to grow to log phase till the cell density
was 2-4xl0 8 cells per ml. or Klett 40. These units were measured by
the use of a Klett-Summerson photoelectric coloumeter, Model 800-3
with a red filter.
2)

Phage Stocks:
i)

Pl vira:

is used for generalized transduction and
strain construction •

ii)

.A vir:

is used for the determination of host-cell

reactivation and Weigle - reactivation
capabilities.
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iii)

is used for the determination of host cell

fd phage:

reactivation and Weigle - reactivation~
Preparation of phage stocks:
a)

Pl V-ira: Pl vira derived by Brenner from PIKC was used. This

differs from PIKC in that it cannot lysogenize E.coli K-12 but is able
to transduce any marker of E. coli K-12 chromosome. with a
frequency of about one transductant for every 1o5 pfu.
Donor strain - AB2740 (recB21) was inoculated in Luria broth
medium and incubated overnight at 37°C. On the following morning,
the fresh culture was then inoculated into fresh Luria broth (1:20) in
Klett flask and was incubated at 37°C in a rotary shaker. Cells were
allowed to grow to Klett 40 (2-4xl0 8 cells/ml).

After this, the

following procedure was carried out in a water bath at 40°C. This
temperature prevents the top agar from hardening up quickly.
Set ·up four test' tubes and dispense the following into each
respectively.
0.5 mls of freshly grown culture of donor strain

-AB2470- recB21 (.5 ml was used because donor is recand has an e.o.p. of .1)
0.1 ml of Pl vira (JC8901 diluted to a concentration of
8
2.7xI0 pfu/ml in Luria broth)
1.5 ml of melted LCTG top agar containing 0.5 !!!. CaC1

2

(This enhances phage absorption).
Mix the above well, pour and sp"read quickly onto pre-warmed bottom
LCTG agar plates (4). This is the soft agar overlay technique. Incu33

°

bate plates at 37 c for 24 hours.
Next day, gently scrape off top agar layer with sterile spatula
from each P.late and transfer scrappings into a sterile centrifuge tube
containing .3- .5 ml of chloroform (CHC1 ).
3

Finally, rinse plates

with 2 mls of Luria broth so as to wash off remaining phage. Add this
into the centrifuge tube.

We did use chloroform so as to kill any

bacterial cells that are left.
Centrifuge lysate at 7000 rpm in a sorval s.s.-34 rotor for 15
minutes. Transfer the supernatant containing the Phage lysate to a
sterile screw cap tube that contains .3- .5 mls of CHC1 • Repeat the
3
above procedure using the prepared Pl (AB2470) lysate and plate -0n
the same donor strain (AB2470).

By doing this, the phage lysate is

being recycled so as to make sure that only markers derived from the
donor host are present. (Fig. 5).
After recycling the Pl lysate (AB2470), its concentration was
determined.

Basically, we used the same method that was used in

preparing Pl lysate, but this time AB1157 was used as the indicator
strain.
Grow AB1157 in a Klett flask to Klett reading of approxi
mately 50-60.

Heat up top LCTG agar and when this melts, place
°

°

bottle in a water bath set at 37 C-40 C.
°

Set up four test tubes held in a rack in a water bath (37 C).
Draw out: 0.2 ml of AB1157 (uvr+) and dispense into each test tube.
7
8
6
5
Add 0.1ml of diluted Pl lysate ( lo- , 10- , 10- and 10- ) into
each test tube respectively.
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Fig • .5

Diagrammatic representation of the preparation of P 1 (AB2470
- recB21) lysate.

3.5

Pl(AB2470-rec821 )Lysate

th A.
_y__

°
Add 1.5 ml of warm top LCTG agar (42 C), shake well and

pour onto pre-warmed bottom· LCTG plates.
overnight at 37 °C.

Incubate

On the following morning, count

plaques. It should be noted that Pr vira gives very small
plaques.
,\ vir: - The same procedure was used as in Pl vira but the

b)

following alterations were made: 1. Instead of using 1.5 ml of top LCTG agar, 2.5 ml was used.
2.

The concentration of

A

vira was determined by using

AB1157 as indicator and this was recorded.

c.

fd phage: - The preparation of fd phage lysate was different
from that of Pl vira and ,\ vir.
0.2 mls of E. coli K-12

F+

grown overnight was dispensed

in a bottle containing 50 mls of Luria broth.
0.1 ml of fd phage was added.
The above mixture was left to incubate overnight at
3 7°c in a shaker until a thick turbid solution was
obtained.
On the following day, the turbid solution was filtered
through a millepore filter into a sterile bottle.
The concentration of phage was determined.
K12

F+

was used to determine the concentration

of fd phage.
Each phage stock solution was then kept in a refrigerator until
needed.
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�,�,��·. -, Bc1:,cterial Str a�ns
Str ain Numbe r
AB1157

Genotype

Sex Facto r

F-

a rgF3 his-4 Leu-4 proA2 thr-1

Refe rence
(Bachman 1972)

str-31 ga lK2 LacY 1 xyl-5 mtl-1
ara-14 tsx-33 supE44 thi-1

----·

JC8563

Hfr P045

---

ilv-331 metB1

(Horii and Clark 1973)

JC8908

p-

uvrB5 thyA18 (drm-12)

(Rothman and Cla rk 1977)

BR 49

F-

recA56

+
HIS uv5 (Sm ) exconjugant of JC5088

C

r

x AB1157
JC9248

Hfr P045

recF 143 metB1

+

Ilv uv5 tr ansductant of JC8563 x
P l; JC9239

JC5422

p-

AB2470

F

AB2499

p-

uvrB5 thyA18 drm-12

(Bachman 1972)

BR 53

F-

recF143

5
met UV (Smr) exconjugant of JC9248

C

-

thyA325

(Bachman 1972)

r ecB21

(Bachman 1972)

(same as AB1157)

+

x JC5422
BR 60
C

F-

rec

+

+

met uvr (Sm r) exconjugant of JC9248
x JC 5422

e
BR C6 1

F-

recB- recF-

Reference
+
5
5
met UV (Sm ) transductant of Pl,

AB2470 x BR 53
C

Kl2
BR

+
F

63
C

BR

F

+

same as AB1 1 5 7

(Bachman 1972)

+

recF143

exconjugant of (BRc 53)
+
reef- x L; 2f

F

+

64

F

BR 65

F

BRc66

+
F

AB2499f+

F

C

C

+

+

rec

exconjugant of (BRc 60>
+
+
rec x Kl2F

recB- reef----

exconjugant of

�aBil

exconjugant of (ABi47o)
F+
recB21 x Kl2

uvrB 5 thyA1 8drm-l2

exconjugant of AB2499xK12

+

(BRc61)

RecB- rec F- x K12 F+

F+

Buffers, and Media-

Buffers:'6 Buff er ( l OX concentrate)
Na PH0 (dibasic)
2
4

86.7 gm

KH Po (monobasic)
2 4

.52 • .5 gm

MgSo

4

2.0 gm

• 7H 0
2

(NH ) so
4 2 4

1.0 gm

Ca(N0 )

0.1 gm

2 2
ICa(N0 ) • (4H 0)I
3 2
2

0.14 gm
.5.0 gm

FeS04 • 7H2 0

per liter
Dilute to IX
For experimental purpQses the above buffer was diluted to half
strength i.e. 1:20 or better .called .56/2 buff er.

M-9 Buffer (lOX concentrate)
NH Ct
4

10.0 gm

Na PH0
4
2

.58 .3 g

KH Po
2 4

30.0 gm

per liter

Dilute to lX

40

Media
Minimal Medium
Use 50 mis of !OX 56 buffer per liter.
20.0 gm (2%)

Agar
Supplements:
20% glucose

10.0 mls

2% Arginine (arg)

10.0 mls

2% histidine (his)

5.0 mls

2% pro line (Pro)

10.0mls

1% threonine ( thr)

10.0 mls

1% Leucine (leu)

10.0 mls

.1 % Bl ( thlamin)

0.2 ml

Then add the following as required
1% isoleudne and vallne (ilv)

10. 0 mls

10% streptomycin (Sm)

1.0 ml

2 • .5% thymldlne (thy) 50 ug/ml

2. 0 mls

.5% tryptophan

Luria Broth
Bacto-tryptone

10.0 gm

Yeast Extract

5.0 gm
10.0 gm

NaCl
NaOH

1 p~llet per liter

Dileo agar

20.0 gm/liter" (2%)

(This should be added as a supplement so as to
harden broth for cell plating)
2. 5% thymidine ( 50 ug/ml)
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L ____ _

LCTG Broth

Bacto-tryptone

10.0 gm

Yeast Extract

.5.0 gm

10.0 gm

NaCl

per liter

After autoclaving the above, add the following:
2 • .5 mls

40% glucose
0 • .5 M

CaCI

4.0 mis

2

• 2.5% thymidine ( .50 ug/ml)

4.0 mls

Then for:
a)

Bottom agar

b)

Top agar

10.0 gm/liter

7 .O gm/liter

fd phage Medium
10.0 mls

M-9 buffer 10 XM

.IM of MgS0
.5M of CaCI

0.1 ml

4

0.2 mls

2

sterile H o
2

NB.

90.0 mls

In order to avoid any precipitation, add MgS0 , CaCI ,
2
4

then M-9 buffer 10 X Minto 90 mis of distilled H o respectively.
2
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Ultra-violet (UV) Source:
This was obtained from two G. E. germicldal.(G15T8) 15 -watt
lamps that are enclosed in a wooden box.

The dose rates were

measured by a Beckman 12055 photo-cell that is attached to a Simpson digital multimeter (Model 461).

The meter was callbrated to

a )\ vii' survival curve on host cell, AB1157 that had been calibrated
against a latarject dosimeter (R. H. Rothman and A, J. Clark, 1977).
The fluence rate was adjusted either by altering the distance between
I

the UV-source and the sample or by inserting a screen between the
two.
Host cells were grown overnight at 30°c in a test tube containing 8 mls of Luria broth. On the following day, cells were diluted
8
1:20 in Luria broth and then grown to a density of 2-4 X 10 cells/ml
(40 Klett units) in an erlenmeyer flask. The cells were washed twice
by centrifugation in 56/2 buffer and resuspended in an equal volume
of same buffer (56/2).
Phage stock of

A.

vlr was diluted to 1 x 107 pfu/ml in .01 M

Mgso •
4

Normally, 4-6 mls of either cells or phage suspension in
approximate buffer were pipetted into a sterile petri dish and then
such was exposed to UV-light.

The cultures were properly shak~n

between each irradiation interval. All experimental procedures were
carried on in a dark room so as to avoid photo-reactivation.
Fig. 6A illustrates

A

vir survival as the surviving fraction vs.

UV-dose as determined by the latarject meter (Rothman and Clark,
1977) and Fig. 6B illustrates
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A.

vir survival expressed as a surviving

fraction vs time of irradiation. The slopes of the linear portion of the
curves beyond the shoulder were compared

by the following

computerization:

=
=

Slope (dose)
- log % dose
J/m

Slope (time)
- log %s time

2

(a)

secs.

(secs) X (log%sdose)

(J/m2) X (log 96stime) (b)

=
=

seconds

(dose) X (log96 stime) (c)
(log%s dose)

150 secs

(110 J/m 2 ) X (1.6)

=

(d)

(1. 7)

150 secs

=

103. 5 J/m

dose rate

=

J

2

(e)

150 sec
0.69 J/m 2/sec (f)
Using the dosimeter described above, we can convert energy to
electrical current, hence, dose rate can be read in microElmperes
(Uamps).

2
In order to convert these units to J/m /sec, we simply

divide the calculated dose rate by the Uamps that are measured
directly with the Latarject meter (13.8 Uamps) to give the following:
.69 J/m 2sec

2
or 0.05 J/m /secs/Uamps

13.8 Uamps
This final value was used to measure the UV-doses in all of the subsequent experiments.
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Fig. 6A &: 6B

Survival of irradiated ,\ vir on AB 1157 (rec+) expressed as a
surviving fraction of ,\ vir vs. time of irradiation (B).
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Strain Construction
Conjugation:
a)

We raised cultures of donor and recipient strains overnight at

37°c in Luria broth. On the following morning these fresh cultures
were inoculated into a Klett flask (1:20 dilution) containing fresh
Luria broth and then incubated at

37°C

in a rotary shaker. Cells

were allowed to grow to log phase till cell density was 2-4 X 108 cells
per ml (Klett 40). The cells were mixed in a 1:10 donor/recipient
proportion and left to mate for 2 hours at 37°c. After this, .1 ml of
appropriate cell dilutions were plated on selective minimal medium
plates. The selective medium was supplemented with Xylose-carbon
source and thiamin (Vit B ) and respective amino acids. Streptomycin
1
of a final c;oncentration of 10 ug/ml was added to the medium to
serve as a centra-~~lecti'~e, trait (kills the Hfr).

Plates were

incubated at 37°c for 72 hours.
b)

Each respective strain used for this conjugation experment was

tested for cell viability by plating .1 ml (dil 10 6) on Luria agar plates.
Spontaneous mutation rate was checked by plating .I ml of each
strain on selective minimal (dil 10- 1; 10-2). Plates were incubated at
37°C for 24 and 4& hours respectively.
Approximately 400-500 colonies of the progeny were picked
using a sterile toothpick, then diluted in 56/2 buffer and streaked
carefully for isolated colonies on selective minimal medium. Plates
were then incubated at 37°C for 48 hours. The isolated colonies were
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again picked by sterile toothpick, then patched onto Luria agar plates
and incubated at .37°C for 24 hours. The patched cells were tested
for UV-sensitivity using the replica plating technique. The sensitive
and UV-resistant exconjugants were streaked for isolated colonies,
cultured and properly tested for UV-sensitivity. The UV-resistance
strains

thus

represented the recipient cells that engaged in

conjugation and recombination and never inherited any UV-sensitive
mutations from the donor strain. These then represented the isogenic
UV-resistant control strains for their UV-sensitive siblfngs.
Transduction (Generalized)
In generalized transduction the phage lysate, (in, this case, P 1
vira) is able to transfer any segment of one bacterial genome to
another bacterium.
Prepare selectiy~ medium plates.

Such should contain the

following:

.50

19x buffer

Difeo Agar
Distilled Water
Autoclave the above for .30 minutes and then let to cool down at 37°C

- 42°c.
After cooling add the following respectively:
20% glucose
2% Arg
2% Hist
2% Pro
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1% thro + leu
.1 % B (thiamin)
1
Mix well, pour onto plates and leave Qvernight to incubate at 37°c.
Grow up 10 mls of recipient culture - BRc53(recF+) overnight
in Luria broth at 37°c. Next morning draw out .5 mls of recipient
strain, dispense into flask containing 10 mis pf Luria broth and let
this grow log phase, Klett 40 (i.e. 2-4 X 108 cells/ml). Dispense cells
into centrifuge tube and centrifuge at 7,.500 rprp for 5 minutes in a
sorvall superspeed RC2-B rotor. After spinning down cells, resuspend
in 1 ml of Luria broth and mix for a multiplicity of infection (M. O. i)
of .05 as follows:
.5 mls of recipient str9in concentrated to 1 ~ 109 cells per
ml •

•5 mls of P 1 vira (AB 2470) diluted 10

7 pfu/ml in Luria

broth. N.B, phage stock was prepared as described on
page 37 •
•5 mls of 0.015 M CaC1i + 0.03 M Mgso

4 (this served as

transduction med~um)
Incubate for 20 minutes at 37°C (could use incubator or water bath
set at 37°C). This allows for absorption of phage. Next, spin down at
7,500 rmp for 5 minutes in a sorvall superspeed RC2-B rotor. Pour
off top layer, wash infected cells with an equal volume of 56/2 buffer
(1.5 mis) and resuspend in .5 mls of 56/2 buffer. Dilute infected cells
to 10-l and 10-2 and plate on selective medium agar plates (such
contains glucose, thiamin and specified amino acids) and incubate at
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37°c for 48 hours.
The progeny colonies were counted carefully, picked with
sterile toothpicks, then diluted in·a drop of 56/2 buffer and streaked
for isolated colonies on selective medium plates.. These were incubated at 37°C for another 48 hours.

The isolated colonies were

picked and patched onto Luria agar plates and were incubated at
37°c for 24 hours.
The strains constructed were tested for UV-sensitivity by the
replica plating technique.

The more sensitive strains were sub-

cultured under sterile conditions and were tested <for UV-sensitivity
through cell survival curves.
c)

The progeny were tested for contamination, colony counts,

spontaneous mutation and cell titre.
i)

Check for Colony Counts for BRc53:,
Dilute BRc.53 cells in Luria broth to 10-6 and plate .1
ml on Luria agar plates

ii)

Spontaneous Mutation or Revertants:
Dilute BRc.53 cells to 10-l and 10-2• Plate .1 ml of 101, 10-2 and 10-3 dilution on selective medium
plates respectively (2 plates per dilution)

iii)

Check for Contamination:
Use Luria broth plates. Either streak with a sterile loop
or plate .1 ml of the following on agar
plates
.1 ml of Pl vira
.50

.1 ml of TD salt (.015 M Cact 2 + .03 M
Mgso )
4

.} ml of BRC53
iv)

Check for Cell Titre:
Plate .1 ml of BRc5.3 (dilution 10-6) and .2 ml of thymine on Luria broth plates.
Survival Curves

a.

Cell Survival Curves:
Grow 10 mis of culture overnight in Luria broth at 37°c. On

the following day, dilute culture 1:20 or 1:10 in fresh Luria broth and
allow this to grow to a density of 2-4 X 108 ce!ls per ml (Klett 40
units). Centrifuge cell suspension at 7,500 rpm (in a sorvall SS-34) for
5 minutes. Pour off top layer and wash pellet of cells twice with 56/2

buffer by centrifugation. T.hen, resuspend in an equal volume of fresh
56/2· buffer.

Dispense approximately 2-3 mls of cell suspension by pipette
into a small petri dish (15 mm x 60 mm) and irradiate at designated
doses respE:!Ctl"vely. Serially dilute the unirradiated and irradiated cell
samples in 56/2 buffer and plate .1 ml of the diluted cell suspension
on Luria agar plates by spreading with a glass bar. Incubate at 37°c
for 24 hours. On the following day, count the number of colonies.
b)

Phage Survival - Host Cell reactivation (HCR):
Raise cultures overnight in 5-10 mls of Luria broth. On the

following morning, grow cells to a density of 2-4 X 108 cells per ml
(Klett 40 units) in fresh Luria broth.
respectively into small sterile tubes.
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Dispense .2 ml of cells

Dilute phage stock as indicated below.

X

(i)

vira - dilute to a final concentration of 107

plaque - forming units per ml (pfu/m1) in .01 M
MgSo 4
(ii)

P 1 vira - dilute to a final concentration of 107
pfu per ml in .8.5% saline solution

(ili)

fd phage - dilute concentration of 107 or 10 6 pfu
per ml in fd phage solution.

This solution

consists of the following:

-

10 mls of M-0 buffer 10 X . M
0.1 ml of .1 M MgS0

4

0.2 ml of .5 M CaC1

2
90.0 mls of sterile distilled water

The respective phages were irradiated at the designated UV-doses and
.1 ml of the unirradiated or lrrqdiated, phage was serially diluted in
Luria broth. 0.1 ml aliquots of~the respective serially diluted phages
was added to. 0.2' mjs

ot hqst- ei,ells

(m. o. i. = 0.01) and the phage -

host cell mixture was incubated for 20 minutes in a water bath set at

37°c.

This is to. allow for. absorption.

N.B. For Pl vira the incubation time was 5-10 minutes only.
After incubation, add melted LCTG top agar and pour the
mixture onto pre-warmed LCTG agar pla-tes. Incubate at 37°C for 24
hours. For Pl vira use 1.5 ml of melted LCTG top agar.
c)

Weigle - Reactivation CW-reactivation):
Grow host cells to a density of 2-4 X 108 cells per ml in Luria
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broth. Wash host cells with respective solution twice. For a) Pl, vira
use .8596 saline solotion, b)

A

vira - use .01 M Mgso and fd phage
4

use fd phage solution as described on page 42 ) by centrifugation at

7,500 rpm (Sorvall Superspeed RC2-B rotor) for 5 minutes. Resuspend
washed host cells in an -equal volume of respective solutions.
Irradiate Rost cell strains at designated doses and dispense 0.2
ml aliquots of cells into small sterile' test 'tubes. Incubate at 3 7°C in
a water bath for 20 minutes so as to induce repair enzymes.
Dilute phages to 10

7

pfu per ml in appropriate solutions. Then

irradiate 4-6 mls of phage. The dose given to the -respective phages
was estimated to yield a 0.0196 survival should in case this was plated
directly onto unirradiated host cells.

Such an extrapolation was

derived from the host cell reactivation (HCR) capacity of each host
cell strain.
An equal volume' of unfrradiated-or irradia'ted phage was added
to the already incubated host cells that have been induced.

At this

point, the phage/host cell complex was then incubated for 20 minutes
°

at 37 c in a water bath. This is to allow for absorption.
N.B. In the case of fd phage, the host cell/phage complex was
washed by centrifugation at 7,500 rpm (Sorvall Superspeed RC 2-B
rotor) for 5 minutes so as to get rid of the unabsorbed phage
particles. This was again resuspended in an equal volume of fd phage
solution.
The phage/host cell mixture was serially diluted in 56/2 buffer
and .1 ml of the- required dilutions was added to test tubes that
contain 0.2 mls of indicator strains.
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(i)

For fd phage - use Kl2F+ as the indicator.

{ii)

For

A

vir - use JC8908 as the indicator.

These indicator strains were grown in Klett 40 (2-4 X 108 cells
per ml) in Luria broth and were concentrated two fold in 56/2 buffer.
Plate the infected cells ancf the indicator strains together on
LCTG agar plates using the soft agar overlay technique then incubate
at 37°C for 24 hours.

Count plaques the following morning and

calculate the percentage of phage survival of each host strain at each
UV-dose that is applied to the host.

Determine the percent

efficiency of reactivation according to Devoret et al, 197 5; Rothman
et al, 1979.
% E = 100 X (log S2 - log S1) / (log s2 - Log S0).
2
Where s0 = phage survival at OJ/M dose to both the host cells
and the phage (100% survival),
S

1 =phage survival of irradiated phage as plated on
irradiated host strain

s2

=phage survival of irradiated phage as plated on
unirradiated host cells

SI

log s2 - log s1

\
\
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Log s2 - log s0

Results

1.

Construction of recF143 (thy A") strain

Conjugation
This was achieved through a simple conjugation process and a
brief description of this procedure is seen in the materials and·
methods page 47.
JC9248 (Hfr P03 recF14.3 betBl) was used as the donor strain
and was crossed with a recipient strain, JC5422 (recF+ thyA325).
Both strains were mixed as 1:10 donor/recipient proportion respectively and were allowed to conjugate for approximately 90-120 minutes without interruption. At the end of the mating period, the cells
were plated on selective medium plates at a 10-4, 10-3, 10-2 and 10- 1
dilution. The selective medium was supplemented with streptomycin,
xylose, arginine, proline, histidine, theronine, leucine and thiamin.
Streptomycin served as a contra-selective trait and it emilinated any
cells of the donor strain that did not undergo conjuga~ion.
The selective medium lacked methionine (met) and was designed to select for xyl+ and the recipient strain was met+. I made
sure that the progeny remained met+ throughout this procedure. We
selected for xyl because by the time xyl is incorporated we are
definitely sure that we have obtained recF (ref. conjugation map).
'+00-500 exconjugants were randomly selected and streaked on

selective medium plates using sterile toothpicks and incubated for 48
hours at 37°c. Approximately 300 isolated exconjugants were picked,
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Fig. 7

Conjugation and Transduction
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then patched onto Luria agar plates and incubated overnight, On the
following day, these were tested for UV-sensitivity and thymine
requirement.
l(a)

UV-Sensitivity - The UV-sensitivity of the progeny was deter-

mined· via replica plating technique.

Patched colonies were trans-

ferred (using velveteen material in the same orientation order) onto
2
fresh Luria,agar plates. These were irradiated at OJ/m 2, 10 J/m , 20
2
J/m 2 and 40 J/m dose range and incubated overnight. Patches that
did not grow represented the UV-sensitive strain - BRc53, while those
that did grow

represented the UV-resistant

proficient strain (rec+-BR 60).
--

C

or

recombination

Further tests were -performed ,on

BRc53 to confirm its UV-sensitivity (see page 50

- materials and

methods).
l(b)

A four-point survival curve of the strain that inherited UV-

sensi~ivity markers (BRc53, recEl43) and the strain that inherited
UV-resistant markers (BRc60, rec+), was performed at varying UVdoses (O J/m 2 - 40 J/m 2).

The average data of three curves was

calculatE:Q, plotted and then compared within standard curves of
BRc2 or JC9239 (both recF143) ard respectively.
Similarities in the UV-sensitivity curves between BR 53 and
C

BRc2 confirmed that we obtained recF143. Also, the curve repret"
senting rec+ matched that of AB1157 (another rec+) despite the
minimal deviation.
l(c)

Check for thymine Requirement:
Two test tubes, designated test tube A and B were set up.
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Test tube A contained Kb medium and 50 umg/ml of thymine, while
test tube~ contained solely Kb medium (without thymine).
Both test tubes were innoculated with a BRc53 culture. Cell
growth was only observed in test tube A, thus confirming that BRc53
is thyA-.
l(d)

Each parent strain was checked for contamination by roughly

streaking respective ceU cultures orr Luria agar plates and also for
cell concentration.
Results indicated that:
a) There was no cell contamination.
b) Cell concentration for JC5422 and JC9248 at 10-6 dilution
was 2.7 X 108 and 3.1 X 108 respectively.
l(e)

A check for spontaneous mutation rate was performed by

plating strains on selective minimal medium at 10-l and 10-2 dilution.
No growth of colonies was observed and this Signified that
spontaneous muta tlon had not occurred.
II.

Construction of recB-recF-{thyA +) double mutant (BR 61

a.

Transduction
The construction of recB-recF-(thyA +) double mutant (BRc6I)

was performectvia Pl vira mediated transduction method. In carrying
out this process, we crossed rec821 (AB2470) which served as the
donor strain with recF143 (BRc53) which served as the recipient
strain.
The technique used in our laboratory has been outlined on
page

47 - of materials and methods. The principal aim in carrying

out this procedure was to introduce a recs- mutation in the recF143
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mutant. According to Horii, Z. I. and Clark, A. J. (1973) recB21 is
co-transducible with thyA.

With this in mind, transduction was

carried out using recF143 metB1 as the recipient, and the transductants were selected on a thyA- selective minimal agar medium,
that contained, glucose, arginine, histidine, proline, threonine and
leucine and th.iamin (Vit B).

After 48 hours of incubation, 100-200

transductants were recovered and then restreaked on minimal medium agar plates (thyA-).

100 isolated transductants (free of

unabsorbed phages) were then recovered and tested for their UVsensitivity capacity via replica plating technique. Ttte UV-sensitive
strains were then again isolated under sterile conditions and a quick
four-point survival curve was performed at a UV-dose of O J/m 2 , 5
J/m 2, 10 J/m2 and 15 J/m 2• (Data not ,shown) Much similarity was
observed to occur with the UV-sensitivity-cur-ves. The most sensitive
transductant was used for all the subsequent experiments.

In

confirming the results, I compared the UV-sensitivity of the double
mutant - rec'B-recF-(thyA +) to recA56(recA-).

This is because,

according to Clark, A. J. and Volkert, M.R., recB-recF- double
mutant mimics recA- (data not shown).
The similarities obtained with three averaged UV-sensitivity
curves confirmed that the transductant is absolutely recB-recFdouble mutant.
Recovery of rec and uvrB mutants after UV-irradiation
The survival abilities of rec+ (BR 60), recF143 (BRc53),
--

C

recB21 (AB2470), recA56 (BR 49), uvrB5 (AB2499) single mutants and
C

60

--

Fig. 8

Recovery of rec and uvrB mutants after irradiati on when
grown on Luria broth

Strain

Genotype

BR 53
C

recF143
rec +

BR 60
C

BR 61
c

recB-recF-

AB2470

rec'B21

AB2499

uvrB5

BR 49
c

recA56

61

TABLE 2

Recovery of rec and uvrB mutants ~fter UV irradiation

UV D2se
Strain

(J/m )

BRc63

o

(rec+)

BR 53
C
(recF143)

BRC61
( recs·-recF-)

AB2470
(recB21) ·

Surviving
Fraction x 100

Log (Surviving
Fraction x 100

100.00

2.0

10

42.2

1.6

20

21.7

1.3

30

11.1

1.1

40

2.4

0.38

o

100.0

2.0

10

21.6

1.3

20

1.66

30

0.0775

-1.1

40

0.0383

-1.40

0

100.0

0.22

2.0

10

0.0114

-1.9

15

0.000857

-3.1

0

100.0

2.0

10

0.235

10.6

20

0.0247

-1.6

30

0.00882

-2.1

40

0.00265

-2.6
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

UV

Strain

n2se

(J/m )

Surviving
Fraction x 100

Log (Surviving
Fraction x 100

•
AB2499

0

100.0

(uvrB.5)

5

0.4769

-0.32

10

0.0123

-1.9

1.5

0.00846

-2.1

20

0.0005.5

-3.3

100.0

2.0

BRc49

0

(recA56)

2

0.22

-0.67

5

0.028

-1.56

0.0043

-2.37

0.00033

-3.47

10
•
20

63

2.0

10

1

.1

.01
rec821
.001

uvr~5

recA56

.0001

0

5

10

-

15

'20

30

UV Dose (J/m 2)

40
)
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recB-recF-· (BRc61) double mutant was determfhed in response to
varying UV-doses (J/m 2).
Aftet irradiation, the cells were approximately diluted and .1
ml of· each dilution was $pread on ~uria •agar plates.

The average

data for the three survival curve exper..iments of each respective
strain was computed and the results )Vere plotted as observed in fig.

_! and listed- in table .1. respectively.
A close look at the quantitative results displayed by the survival curves indicates that, the rec+ (BRc60) mutant displays wild
type levels of recovery from Ultra-violet radiation and' genetic recombination. The recB2 l and recF 143 mutants are more .sensitive to
Ultra-violl!t· radiation. According to the data shown, this is up to a
UV-dose of 30 J/m 2• But after 30 J/m 2, some recovery effect is
noticeable.

Smith and Meun .(1970) have attributed .this recovery·

effect in the recB21 (AB2470) strain to be accounted for by normal
levels of post-replication repair and residual genetic recombination
(Mahajan and Datta A. R., 1979). The recFI43 (BRc53) strain was
observed to display a gooo degree of sensitivity to lower levels of UVdose - below 30 J/m 2•

After 30 J/m 2, some noticeaBle recovery

effect was observed. This recovery effect has been linked to ,the fact
that, recF143 strain, lil~e recB21, is also able to carry out postreplication repair (Rothman, R. H., Kato, T. and Clark, A. J., 1975).
recA56 (BRc 49) and uvrB, (AB2499) single strains and ·the recs- recF(BRc61) double strain show ;pronounced sensitivity tO' low doses of
Ultra-violet radiation than rec+ (BR 60),
--
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C

recF143 (BRc.53) and

recB21 (AD2470).

The recA.56 strain shows a

minimal degree of

recovery. Smith and Meun (1970) have linked the recovery effect of

.

recA56 strain to excision repair potential because recombinational
repair is absent in recA56 strain. recA.56 strain could only recover
2
from a UV-dose of 15 J/m • The recovery effect displayed by the
uvrB5 strain is similar· to that of recA.56 strain, but it is observed that
the uvrB.5 strain is more sensitive to higher \UV-doses, while recA.56
portrays UV-sensitivity at lower UV-doses.

This can only be

explained by the fact that uvrB5 an excision. repair deficient strain
can tolerate a few more dimers at· the initial lethal hit (P. Howard-

-

Flanders, 1968). It has been shown that uvr A and UYrB strains of E.

--

-

coli do not excise pyrimidine dimers from· their DNA after UVirradiation (Howard-Flanders et al, 1966) independently because#they
are defective in the incision step of the excision repair·process (Braun
and Grossman, 1974), It is, therefote, conclusive to . say that the
major dar~-repair system operating in the uvrB strain is postreplication repair.
The recB-recF- (8Rc61) double mutant is about twenty fold
more sensitive than the parent strain recB21 (AB2470) and about
forty fold more sensitive than the other recF143 (BRc53) parent. The
UV-sensitivity curve of recB-recF- double mutant resembles that of
recA.56. Clark, A.J. and Volkert, M. R., (1978) have .suggested that
the interaction of recB21 and recF143 single mutation mimics the
UV-sensitivity produced by recA.56 mutation curve in a uvrA or uvrB
single· mutant background.
Brendel, M. and Haynes, R. H. (1973) have suggested that the
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increased UV-sensitivity displayed by the recB-recF- double is due to
the fact that the two mutants - recB21 and recF143 interact
sy,nergistically in their effect on radio-sensitivity.

Whether this is

supported by the fact that the recBC recF pathways appear to act as
competitors for the same substrate is yet to be proven. As of now,
the only supportive argument to ·this phenomenon is based on the idea
that the substrate wnich both pathways compete for is probably the
daughter strand gaps that are opposite the dimer. This has lead to
the prediction that, although the RecBC and RecF pathways of repair
are alternative routes of lesion repair, they are, nonetheless,
prominent in post-replication repair. Secondly, a combination of recB
and recF single mutation blocks nearly all of recA - dependent
recombination p'otehtial (Kato, T., Rothman, R. H. and Clark, A. J.,
1977).

Finally, tbe RecF pathway of repair is blocked by recA

mutations. The conclusion arrived at this point from our data depicts
that the recB-recF- double mutant consists oi about three ditnets per
genome.
Host-cell Reactivation of Irradiated

A vir, P 1 vira and f d p~age 2.!!

rec-and uvrB-mutants
The survival of P 1 vira,

A

vira and f d phage ·upon rec+

(BRc60), recF143 (BRc53), recB21 (AD2470), recA56 (BRc49) and
uvrB5 (AB2499) single mutants and recB-recF- (BRc6l) double mutant
were examined. The results for the average of three host-cell reactivation, HCR experiments of each respective mutants are listed in
table 3, 4, 5 and the corresponding data are plotted in Figs. 9, 10, 11
respectively.
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As of now, it is known that host-cell reactivation HCR of
phage involves the excision of pyrimidine dimers and this process is
mediated by host-cell enzymes (Howard-Flanders, 1968, Boyle, J. M.
and R. B. Setlow, 1970).
Host-cell reactivation, HCR was examined in
the infectious centre assay procedure.

A

vir through

Infected cells are plated on

the indicator (JC8908) - an excision repair deficient mutant.

This

mutant (JC8908) is unable to repair many of the lesions in unabsorbed
UV-irradiation ,phage

A .

+

It is observed that rec (BR 60), recB21
c
(AB2470), recF143 (BR 53), recB recF (BR 61) and recA56 (BR 40)
C

mutants, display high levels of HCR.

C

C

uvrB5 (AB2499) an excision

repair deficient mutant permits poor host-cell recovery even at low
2
UV-doses (75 J/, ).

In comparison to these results, HCR was

examined in the uvrB recB (BR 67) double mutant - an extremely
c
excision repair deficient strain. It was observed that the uvrB recB
(BR 67) strain permits poor host-cell reactivation.
c

The recovery

potential in this mutant is similar to that exhibited bu uvrB5 (AB2499)
single mutant.
The gam gene of ,\ vir has been shown to code for a protein
( }{ protein) which shuts off or inactivates recBC enzymes that are
essential for genetic recombination (R. C. Unger et al, 1972;
Trgovcevic and W. Dean Rupp, 1975).

z.

With this in mind, host-cell

reactivation was examined using P1 vira - a double-stranded phage
and fd-phage - a single stranded phage to probe whether the same
effect occurs in both.

The following host-cells were used - rec

+

(BR 60), recFI43 (BR 53), recB21 (AB2470), recA56 (BR 49) and
c
c
c
68

Fig. 9

Recovery of

A

vir on rec and uvrB mutants (Host-Cell

Reactivation)

Strain

Genotype

BRc53

recF143

BRC60

rec +

BRC61

recB-recF-

AB2470

recB21

AB2499

uvrB5
-

BRc49

recA56

BRc67

uvrB-recB-
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TABLE)

Host-Cell Reactivation of irradiated

.A vira

on· rec and uvrB

mutants

Strain

UV Dose
to ·p~e
(J/ }

Log (phage
surviving
fraction x 100

0

100.0

2.0

75

18.3

1.3

BRc53

(recF143)

Phage surviving
fraction x 100

150

0.788

-1.03

225

0.0493

-1.30

300

0.0058

-2.2

BRc60

0

100.0

2.0

(rec+)

75

25.0

1.4

150

1.056

0.02

225

0.0638

-1.20

300

0.00667

-2.17

0

100.0

2.0

75

11.5

1.1

BRc61
( recB-recF-)

150

0.387

-0.41

225

0.0371

-1.43

300

0.00339

-2.5
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TABLE 3 ( Cont'd)

UV Dose

Strain

to phf}e
(J/m

AB2499

0

(uvrB5)

12.0
25

0

AB2470
(recB21)

75

5.08

0.0074
100.0
16.67

2.0

0.706
-2.1
2.0
2.0

0.412

-0.39

225

0.392

-1.40

300

0.00314

-2.50

0

100.0

-2.50

75

2.92

0.46

150

0.14

-0.85

225

0.003

-2 •.53

300

0.0002

-3.70

0

100.0

12.5

5.0

0.69

25

0.2

-0.69

37.5

0,0065·

-2.18

50

0.0018

-2.74

BRc67
(uvrB-recB-)

100.0

Log (phage
surviving
fraction x 100)

150

BRc49
(recA56)

Phage surviving
fraction x 10.0
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Fig. 10

Recovery of P 1 vira on rec and uvrB mutants (Host-Cell
Reactivation)

Strain

Genotype

BRc53

recFl43

BRC60

~

BRc61

recB-recF-

AB2470

recB21

AB2499

-uvrB5

+

TABLE

4

Host-Cell Reactivation of irradiated P 1 vira on rec and uvrB
mutants

UV Dose
to pha.ge

Strain

(J/m ... )

surviving
fraction x 100)

100.0

2.0

15

10.5

1.02

C

30

0.511

-0.29

45

0.01579

-1.80

60

0.00135

2.0

0

100.0

2.0

1.5

17.3

1.2

30

0.618

-0.21

45

0.023

-1.6

60

0.00373

-2.43

BR 61

0

C

( recB-recF-)

fraction x 100

0

BR 53

(recF143)

Log {phage
Phage surviving

100.0

2.0

15

6.66

0.8

30

0.146

-0.84

4.5

74

0.007.5

-2.12

TABLE 4 (Cont'd)

UV Dose

to ph~e
Strain

(J/m )

o

100.0

2.0

15

17.5

1.24

AB2470
(recB21)

Phage surv1ving
fraction x 100

Log phage
surviving
fraction x 100

30

0.269

-0.57

45

0.022

-1.67

100.0

2.0

AB2499

0

(uvrB5)

5

4.79

0.68

IO

0.043

-1.36

15

0.0173

-1.76

20

0.0011

-2.90

75
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uvrB5 (AB2499) single mutants and recB-recF- (BR 61)) double
c
IT\l..ltant. JC8908 was again used as the indicator strain for P1 vira.
Similar results were obtained in HCR of Pl vira as in
rec

+

A

vir.

(BR 60), recB21 (AB2470), recF 143 (BR 53) and recB recF
c
c

(BR 61) mutants, displayed high levels of HCR, while uvrB5 (AB2499)
c
displayed poor host-cell recovery.

·These results are of extreme

significance because, Pl vira has a rare homology with E. coli
chromosomes, (Ikeda, H. and J. Tomizawa, 1966) and that it
lysogenises as a plasmid (Ikeda, H. and T. Tomizawa, 1968).
Before carrying out host-cell reactivation in fd phage, the
+

following recipient strains - rec
-- (BR 60), recB21 (AB2470), recF143
C

(BR 53), uvrB� (AB2499) and recB-recF- (BR 61) were transformed to
c
c
donor strains. T,his is because fd phages are specific only to donor
bacterial strains. This goal was only achieved through a conjugation
procedure. All the above-mentioned recipient strains were crossed
F+

with E. coli K-12

and the exconjugants' of 'tlie respective strains

were donors. In this respect, the following genotypes became to be
called:
Genotiees

Strains

recF143

F+

BR 63

+F+
recF

BR 64

- F+
recB recF

BR 65

C

F+

C

BR 65

recB21

C

F+

BR 66

recB21
uvrB5

C

C

F+

AB2499
77

Fig.

11

Recovery of fd -phage1 on rec- F+ and uvrb-F+ mutants (HostCell Reactivation)

Strain

Genotype

BRc63

recF143

BRc64

rec

+F+

+F+

BRc65

- F+
recB recF

BR 66
C

recB21

AD2499

uvrB5

1
fd phage - is related to

Fl

F+

F+

and M l3 phages. These are single

stranded and filamenenous phages and they infect only male
strains (F ) of E. coli K-12 by attaching themselves to the tips
+

of the sex pili (Caro and Schnos, 1966).

The mode of viral

release is unique because instead of lysing the host cells that
are filamentous, phages parasitize without killing the .host
cel1s (Hoffman-Berling and Maze', 1964; Hofschneider and
Preuss, 1963).
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TABLE .5

Host-Cell Reactivation of irradiated fd-phage on rec-F+ and
uvrB-F+ mutants

UV Dose
to ph~e

Strain

(J/m ... )

100.0

1.5

5.6

0.7.5

30

0.14

-0.84

45

0.0017

-2.76

60

0

BRc64
(rec+F+)

0.00017

lOQ.O

2.0

-4.76

2.0

i.5

1.0.5

1.02

30

0.16

-0.77

45

0.0016

-2.8

60

0.00002.5

-4.6

BRC 65
(recB-recF-F+)

Log (phage
surviving
fraction x 100)

0

BRc63
(recF143)

Phage surviving
fraction x 100

0

100.0

15

7.6

0.88

30

0.19

-0.71

4.5

0.001.5

-2.80

60

0.00001.5

-4.80
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2.0

TABLE S (Cont'd)

Strain

UV Dose
to ph'i&e
(J/m )

BR C66

(RecB21F+)

0

100.0

Log (Phage
surviving
fraction x 100)
2.0

15

1.06

1.02

30

0.24

-0.61

45

0.0023

-2.6

60

0.000023

-4.6

0

100.0

15

9.5

0.98

30

0.45

-0.34

45

0.002

-2.60

60

0.000051

-4.28

AB2499
(uvrB5F+)

Phage surviving
fraction x 100

80
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.0001-·
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15
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30

45
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60
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On examining host-cell reactivation in fd phage, it is observed
that the strains recF+ (BR 64), recB21 F+ (BR 66),
-

C

C

recF143F+

(BRc63), recB-recF-F+ (BRc 6.5) and uvrBF+ (AB2499)·. all di_splayed
the same ability of host-cell recovery at 60 J/m 2•
Evidence gathered from the data shows that host-cell reactivation (HCR) is non-functional in fd phage. The plausibility of this
statement depends on the following probilities:
i.

that, during host-cell reac_tivation the phage DNA
(single-stranded circular) remains largely unreplicated
and the amount of phage DNA that is synthesized is
arrested as soon as the first pyrimidine dimer is
encountered in the template.

Such an argument has

also been put forth by Benbow, R., A. Zuccarelli and R.
L. Sinsheimer, 1974.
ii.

Secondly, it is thought that during host-celt reactivation
process the genome is cut and this leads to the lethality
of fd phage because of the absence of any genome that
will enhance the copy choice and breakage and copying
process (R. H. Rothman, personal communication).

Weigle-Reactivation CW-Reactivation} of irradiated

A

vir on rec

and uvrB mutants
Weigle rea~:tivation (W-reactivation) is the abil~ty in which
irradiated phages ar.e r,epaired by UV-induc.i,ble .,f:mzymes of host-cells.
The host-cell population is exposed to a low UV-dose prior to
infection by the irradiated phage. This procedure causes the survival
82

of the UV-irradiated phages to be increased (Weigle, 1953).

It has

also b�en suggested that the reactivated phages can also undergo UV
mutagenesis (Kellanberger, G. and J� W.eiglem 1958).
UV-reactivation or W-reac.tivation ls dependent upon recA+
and 'lexA+ genotype of the host-cells� (E. Wltkin and George, 1973);
Radman, M., 1974 ). As of now, it- is known that W-reactivation does
not involve excision, repaiP (Radman, ,M. and Devoret, R., 1971) nor a
post-replicative recombinational repair process -that ls operating on
UV-damaged· phage because single stranded phages can be UV
reactivated also (Weigle, J. J., 1966).
By using this procedure, the inducible repair .potential, as
+

measured by W-reactivation capacity, was determined in the rec

(l� 60), recB21 (AB2470), uvrB5 (AB2499), recA56 (BR 49) and
c
c
recF143 (BR 53} single mutants and recB recF (BR 61} double
c
c
mutants.
Two phages - a double stranded DNA phage -

A

vir and a

single stranqed ciccular DNA phage - fd phage were respectively
irradiated to .approximately 0.0196 - 0.0596 host-cell reactivation
survival. levels and· were separately used to infect the above-mentioned bacterial strains.

The data for an average of three

respective W-reactivation experiments are listed in table 6 and
plotted in Fig. 12 accordingly. Except for uvrB5 (AB2499} and.uvrB
recB (BR 67} mutants, in which the phage
c

A

was given a UV-dose
2

2

of 60 J/m , the .)\ Phage was given a UV-dose of 250 J/m for all
the other mutants. The W-reactivation levels- for all the strains used
are plotted as the percent efficiency of reactivation (96E) vs the
.83

varying UV-dose that is given to the host-cells. In actual effect, this
is simply the expression of an inducible repair phenomenon. All the
host-cell strains received a UV-dose of O J/m 2 -

24

J/m2 - such a

UV-dose is just enough to start the induction of repair enzymes after
°

incubation of phage/bacterial strain complex at 37 C for 20 minutes.
+

Results observed from the data show that the rec

(BR 60)
c

strain continued to display increasing levels of W-reactivation. At a
2

dose of

2 .5

+4396.

The recF143 (BR .53) strain promoted phage survival of
c

+19.496 at

J/m , the efficiency of reactivation in this strain was

20

2

J/m • This is consistent with the findings of Rothman

et al (1979). recB2 1 (AB2 470) strain did exhibit a greater ability to
enhance phage survival.

Between

20

efficiency of reactivation is noticed.

J/m

2

-

25

2

J/m , a

+ 3096

uvrB5 {JC8908) which is the

same as AB2 499 was also seen to support phage

A

survival. This

reached a peak of +29.696 efficiency of reactivation at 1.5 J/m

2

and

2

after this, i.e. 20 J/m onward a decrease in 96E was prominent. The
recA56 (BR 49) strain did not show any noticeable W-reactivatlon
c
potential.

There was a constant decrease in efficiency of reac
2

2

UV-dose range.

The

efficiency of reactivation was -4.496 to -2 1.2 96 respectively.

The

tivation as observed from 5 J/m

- 25 J/m

uvrB recB (BR 67) double mutant displayed detectable degree of
C

2

phage reactivation ability (+17.796 E at 15 J/m ) though at lower UVdoses. Finally, the uvrB recB (BR 61) double mutant was shown to
c
enhance W-reactivation of phage

A

at lower UV-doses (+13.396 E at

2
10 J/m ). After a UV-dose of 10 J/m 2, recB-recF- (BR 61) behaved
c

similar to recA56 (BR 49).
c
84

Fig. 1 2

W-reactivation of irradiated ,\ vir upon rec and uvrB mu
tants

Strain

Genotype

BRc

recF143

53
BRC60

rec

+

Dose to phage
290

J/m

2

290

J/m

2

BRc61

recB-recF-

2 60

J/m 2

AB2 470

recB 21

260

J/m2

JC8908

uvrB5

60 J/M2

BRC49

recA56

260

uvrB-

40 J/m 2

BRc67

85

J/m2

'l

TABLE 6

W-reactivation of irradiated

Strain
BR 53
c
(RecF143)

BRC60
(rec+)

BRC61
(recB- recF-)

A

vir on rec and uvrB mutants

UV Dose UV Dose
to h°tt to ph e
(J/m ) (J/m�

Phage
surviving
fra.c.:tion
X 100

Log
(phage
surviving
fraction
xlOO)

Efficiency
of
Reactivation
(% E)

0

0

0

290

0.078

-1.1

5

290

0.165

-0.78

+9.7

10

290

0.24

-0.61

+16.1

15

290

0.27

-0.56

+14.2

20

290

0.32

-0.49

+19.4

25

290

0.27

-0.56

+14.2

0

0

0

290

0.057

-1.24

0

j

290

0.33

-0.47

+23.7

10

290

0.63

-0.2

+32.l

15

290

0.84

-0.075

+35.8

20

290

1.06

0.025

+39.3

25

290

1.37

0.137

+43.0

0

0

0

260

0.058

-1.24

0

5

260

0.125

-0.90

+10.4

10

260

0.155

-0.81

+13.3

15

260

0.10

-1.0

+7.4

20

260

0.063

-1.2

+1.2

25

260

0.036

-1.45

-6.5

.86

100.0

100.0

100.0

2.0
0

2.0

2.0

TABLE 6 ( Cont'd)

W -reactivation of irradiated ,\ vir on rec and uvrB mutants

Strain

UV dose UV dose
to hOJt to ph�e
{J/m )
{J/m )

Phage
surviving
fraction
X 100

Log
(phage
surviving
fraction
X 100)

Efficiency
of
Reactivation
{% E)

BR 49

0

0

(recA56)

0

260

0.11

-0.96

5

260

0.077

-1.1

-4.4

10

260

0.062

-1.2

-7.7

15

260

0.043

-1.4

-14.5

20

260

0.032

-1.5

-17.8

25

260

0.028

-1.6

-21.2

BR 67

0

0

(uvrB-recB-)

0

40

0.64

-0.2

5

il-0

0.95

-0.02

+8.2

10

40

1.3

+0.11

+14.1

15

40

1.55

+0.19

+17.7

20

40

1.18

+0.07)

+12.4

25

40

1.2

+0.089

+13.1

C

C

87

100.0

100.0

2.0
0

2.0
0

+60
+50
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Weigle-Reactivation CW-Reactivation) of irradiated fd phage on recand uvrB':"mutants
The W-reactivation procedure of irradiated fd phage was
slightly altered from that of

A

vlr. In the ca~ of fd phage, the

host-cell/phage complex was incubated for 10 minutes after irradiation. This was again spun down at 5,500 rpm in a Sorval s.s. -34 rotor
for 10 minutes and was then washed carefully twice with 56/2 buffer.
This is to ensure that all the unabsorbed phage particles have been
removed. The small pallet of cell/phage complex was resuspended in
an equal volume of 56/2 buffer (0.4 mls). Appropriate dilutions were

carried on and cells were plated accordingly. The fd phage was given
2

a UV-dose of 40 J/m (i.e. 0.01 % - 0.05% HCR survival level) while
all the bacterial strains received a UV-dose ranging from O J/m 2 - 25
J/m 2• The data for an average of three respective experiments are
shown in table 7 and plotted in Fig. 1.3 respectively.
W-reactivation of fd phage in rec+ (BRc64), recF143F+
(BRc63), recB21

(BRc66), uvrB5F+ (BRc67), and recB-recF-F+

(BRc65) double mutants was studied.

The data show that rec+F+

(BRc64) yields low levels of W-reactivation. A noticeable effect is
seen only at a dose of 25 J/m 2 at which the efficiency of reactivation
is +6%.

The uvrB5F+ (BRc67) single mutant and recB-recF-F+

(BRc65) double mutant also displayed poor levels of W-reactivation.
The uvrB5F+ (BRc67) mutant had an efficiency of reactivation of
+4.7% while the recB- reef-F+ (BRc65) double mutant had an
efficiency of reactivation of +5.6%. Contrary to the above results,

89

F+

(BRc63) and recB 2 1F+ (BRc66) single mutants
displayed a good degree of W-reactivation when compared to rec+F+
the recF143

(BRc67) and recB-recF- F+ (BRc65).
It is
interesting to note that recF143F+ (BRc63) has an efficiency of
(BRc64),

uvrB5

F+

reactivation of +12.5% at 5 J/m 2 , while recB 21F+ (BRc66) has an
efficiency of reactivation of +11.1 % at 10 J/m 2 • The efficacy of
these results will be discussed in the following section.

90

+

Fig. 13

W-reactivation of irradiated fd phage upon rec-F and uvrB-F
mutants

Strain

Genotype

Dose to phage

BR 63
C

recF143F+

40 J/m 2

BRc64

recF+F+

.40 J/m 2

BR 65
C

recB-recF-F+

40 J/m 2

SRC66

recB

BRc67

uvrB5F+

.91

-F+

40 J/m
40 J/m

2
2

+

TABLE 7

W-reactivation of irradiated fd phage on rec and uvrB mutants

Strain

UV dose UV dose
to h~t to ph'i&e
J/m ) ,(J/m )

Phage
surviving
fraction
X 100

Log
(phage
surviving
fraction
X 100)

100.0

2.0

Efficiency
of
Reactivation
(% E)

BRc63

0

0

(recF143F+)

0

40

0.015

-1.84

0

5

40

0.435

-1.36

+12.5

10

40

0.034

-1.46

+9.9

15

40

0.019

=1.72

+3.1

20

40

0.014

-1.86

-0.5

25

40

0.013

-1.89

-1.3

BRc64

0

0

(rec+F+)

0

40

0.016

-1.8

0

5

40

0.018

-1.7

+2.6

10

40

0.022

-1.66

+3.7

15

40

0.022

-1.66

+3.7

20

40

0.022

-1.66

+3.7

25

40

0.027

-1.5

+6.3

BRc65

0

0

(recB-recF-)

0

40

0.31

-0.5

0

5

40

0.31

-0.5

+0.4

10

40

0.023

-1.63

+4.7

15

40

0.017

-1.76

+1.57

20
25

40

0.015

-1.83

-0.3

40

0.012

-1.92

-2.6

92

100.0

100.0

2.0

2.0

TABLE 7 ( Cont'd)
W -reactivation of irradiated fd phage on rec and uvrB mutants

UV dose UV dose
to h°it to ph�e
6.
(J/m )
(J/m )

Strain

Phage
surviving
fraction
X 100

100.0

Log
(phage
surviving
fraction

xlOO)

Efficiency
of
Reactivation

(% E)

0

0

0

40

0.37

-0.43

0

5

40

0.44

-0.36

+2.88

10

40

0.69

-0.16

+11.1

15

40

0.36

-0.44

-0.4

20

40

0.29

-0.53

-4.1

25

40

0.26

-0.59

-6.6

BR 67

0

0

(uvrB5F+ )

0

40

0.015

-1.82

0

5

40

0.018

-1.74

+2.1

10

40

0.023

-1.63

+4.7

i5

40

0.017

-1.76

+1.57

20

40

0.015

-1.83

-0.3

25

40

0.612

-1.92

-2.6

BR 66
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Discussion
The purpose of the experiments described in this study is to
determine the effect of the rec and uvrB mutants of E. coli K-12 on

--

-

W-reactivation

(UV-reactivation)

-

an

-----

inducible

DNA

repair

phenomenon.
Radman, M. (197 5), has shown that in order''for W-reactivation
to occur, the recA and lexA gene products must necessarily be
present in the host-cells.

In this regard, W-reactivation of UV-

irradiated bacteriophage rests entirely on the genetic potential of the
host-cells for success (Defa is et al; 1971, Roberts et al; 197 5,
Emerson et al; 1977).
All recA and lexA mutations block or impair the functioning of
W-reactivation (E. M. witkin, 1976; Lehmann, A. R. and B. A.
Bridges, 1977).

Horii, Z. I. and A. J. Clark, 1973 have shown -that

mutations at the recF gene confer a phenotype similar to that seen in
lexA mutations. A single mutation at these respective genes (recF
and lexA) leads to an increase in sensitivity to UV-radiation (Horri, A.
I. and A. J. Clark,- 1977) and as well block 6r delay UV-induction
(Gudas et al; 1977: Armengod and Blanco, 1978) by hindering the
induction of recA - protein X.

This statement has implicated the

recF gene to participate in W-reactivation (Rothman·et al; 1979).
Brendel, M. and· Haynes, R. H. (1973) have also 'suggested that
recB and recF mutations int'eract synergistically to yield- a UVsensitive double mutant - recB-recF-. Secondly, R. H. Rothman and
A. J. ciark, 1977, have suggested that the UV-sensitivity of the recB-
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recF- double mutants mimics the sensitivity produced by recA
mutations in wild type uvr A or uvrB single mutant background. After
constructing the recs=-recF- double mutant the above mentioned
postulations were tested.
The recovery of recB-recF- double mutant was determined
after varying doses of UV-irradiation and this was compared to the
UV-sensitivity profile of recA56. As it is seen in table 2 and Fig. 8,
the UV-sensitivity graph of recB-recF- double mutant resembles that
of recA56 and the double mutant - recB-recF- blocks nearly all of
recA - dependent recombination potential (Kato, T. et al; 1977).
Despite the pronounced UV-sensitivity of recB-recF- double mutant
and recA56 single mutant, some minimal recovery effect was noticed
at 10 J/m 2 in both strains.
In order to further characterize tlie similarity b~tween recBrecB- (BR C61) double mutant' and recA'.56 (BR C49) single mutant, we

~~

took upon to examine their host-cell reactivation (HCR) potential.
This was to determine whether the recovery effect observed in the
recB-recF- and recA56 mutants is reflective of any excision repair
capability.

Howard-Flanders (19~8) has shown that host-cell

reactivation is

an

excision repair dependent phenomenon in which

irradiated host cells are able to enhance the recovery of some irradiated bacterlophages, and a difference in phage survival is evident
when the host cell ls uvr + and uvr- •
The host cell reactivation potential of ,\.

vlr by rec+

(BRc60), recF143 (BRc53), recB21 (AB2470), recA56 (BRc49), uvrB5
(AB2499), recB-recF- (BRc61) and uvrB-recB- (BRc67) can be seen in
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Fig. 9.

A close examination of this figure shows that recB-recF-

double mutant and recA.56 single mutant displayed similar results of
HCR as the other single mutants rec+, recB21, recF143. Profound
noticable HCR effect is observed when recB-recF- and recA.56
mutants are compared to the excision

repair deficient mutants -

uvrB.5 and uvrB-recB-. In effect, the introduction of a.recB mutation
in the recF gene does not, in any case, reduce host cell recovery
effect in the recB-recF- double mutant.
Taking into consideration that the gamma (

'6 )gene of

vir inactivates the recBC protein (Trgovcervic and W. Dean Rupp,
1978); R. C. Unger et al; 1972) the effect of host cell reactivation
was looked at in other bacteriophages such as P 1 vira and f d phage.
Fig. 10 shows that similar results were obtained in the host
cell reactivation of P 1 vira as in

A

vir by the same strains {rec+-

B~c60; recF143 - BRc53; recB21 - AB2470; uvrB5 - AB2499; uvrBrecB- ,.. BR 67 and recB-recF- - BRc61).

--

C

The major reasons that

could be advanced for this similarity are that:
a.

The recBC protein is not inactivated in these strains.
Actually, all the strains 4re devoid of the recBC gene.

b..

The recBC gene is non-functional in host cell .reactivation process. Consequently, recBC gene does not play
any role in excision repair.

c.

The gamma (

)r )gene of A vir is not that' potent to

exert fts influence on the host cell recovery potential of

all the strains used i.n this experiment. A and B seem to
be more acceptable in this case.
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Secondly, Fig. 11 indicates that the host cell reactivation is
non-existant in phage fd (single stranded DNA phage) because it is
unable to convert itself into a closed circular double strande·d
replicative form while it is in the host cell. Thus, according to this
postulation, it is assumed that HCR in phage fd depends on the pro
tein synthesis capability of the host cells. Following this assumption,
it is suggested that (a) dimer incision in a single stranded DNA phage
is lethal. (b) the amount of phage DNA that is synthesized in a single
stranded DNA phage is arrested by the first pyrimidin� dimer that is
encountered in the DNA template.

A similar argument has been

advanced to explain these results in �Xl74 by Datta, B. and R. K.
Poddar (1970), as seen on Fig. 14.
In order to further clarify the statement that the interaction
of recB and recF mutation mimics tbe UV-sensitivity produced by
recA mutation, a study of the Weigle�reactivation CW-reactivation)
capability in the recB recF (BR 61) dollble mutant and recA56 single
c
mutant was performed.

Radman (1975), has suggested that W

reactivation is UV-indicuble and it is a recA+ and L.exA+ dependent
phenomenon, that is associated with "SOS" repair hypothesis (E. M.
Witkin, 1976). Secondly, R. H. Rothman et al; 1979, have classified
W-reactivation into two modes or pathways - one is dep�ndent upon
uvr and the other is depend�nt on recF. The latter is, presumably the
mutagenic W-reactivation of

i\,

vir (E. M. Wilkin, 1976). During W

reactivation, cells fail to divide and by so doing, they form long
filaments.

In trying to repair their own DNA damage they instead

greatly enhance their frequency of mu�agenesis (Devoret, R. M.,
Blanco, J. George, and M. Radman, 1975).
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Fig. 12 shows that W-

reactivation is completely absent in the recA56 mutant. But at lower
levels of UV-doses (10 J/m 2) a +13.396 efficiency of reactivation is
obtained in the recB-recF- double mutant. After 10 J/m 2, there is a
sharp decrease in the efficiency of reactivation.

This could be

accounted for by the fact that:
a.

The lesions that serve as substrates for W-reactivation
enyzmes in the recB-recF- double mutant are rendered
ineffective after a UV-dose of 10 J/m 2• This is possible
because, as host cells are insulted with UV-dose, they
must, first of all, cope with their own DNA damage.
This thought is confirmed by the suggestion that, hostcell DNA arid that the dimers in the DNA, block or
delay the excision of .host cell dimers later on. (Boyer,.
J. and R. B. Setlow, 1970).

b.

Despite the tact that the damage :that is afflicted to
the phage DNA remains constant, it ii5. noteworthy that
more pyrimidine dimers can .be detected in the phage
chromosome. As a result, these persistent dimers will
eventually lead to a decrease in the· potential of Wr.eactivation enzymes.

W-reactivation of phage fd was also examined in (rec+ - BRc64;
recF143 F+ - BRc63; recB21 F+ - BRc66; uvrB5 F.+. -:BRc67 and recBrecfi-F+:- BRc65). It is noticed that HCR is absent in single stranded
DNA phage (Fig. 11), .so far, as· the above mentioned E. coli K-12
strains are concerned. But .oh the contrary, some noticible W-reacti. recF143 F+ (BRc64 ) and recB21 F+
vation potential is observed m
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(BRc66) mutants.

2

At lower levels of UV-dose - .5 J/m , a +12.596

efficiency of reactivation was obtained in the recF143F+
+11.1 % efficiency of reactivation was obtained

in

and a

the rec821 F+

mutant at 10 J/m 2• The other strains displayed insignificant or no Wreactivation capabilities.
To account for the W-reactivation capability of phage fd in the
recF143 and r~cB21 mutants, the following speculations could be
advanced:
a.

That UV-reactivation of phage fd (S.S. DNA phage) is a
host cell phenomenon

b.

That during W-reactivation of phage fd, the single
strand of DNA is converted to double stranded DNA and
By so doing
This

then

an intact complementary strand is formed.
leads

to

recombination

between

the

homologous parts of the UV-irradiated host and phage
chromosome to yield whole phage particles (Fig. 1.5).
Similar results have been put forth by C. K. DasGupta
and R. K. Poddar, 1975. More light will be shed into the
W-reactivation of phage ld when the mechanism of UVreactivation of single stranded DNA phages is well
understood.
Nonetl\eless, these experiments have clearly demonstrated
that though recB-recF- double mutants mimics the UV-sensitivity of
recA.56, recB-recF- double mutant is partially UV-indicuble while
recA.56 is not. Consequently, the UV-sensitivity of a mutant is not
100

•,

2

(BRc66) mutants.- At lower levels of UV-dose - 5 Jim, .., +12.596
efficiency of reactivation was obtained in the recF143F+

and

a

+11.196 efficiency of reactivation was obtained in the recB21 F+
mutant at 10 J/m 2• The other strains displayed insignificant or no Wreactivation capabilities.
To account for the W-reactivation capability of phage fd in the
recF143 and recB21 mutants, the following speculations could be
advanced:
a.

That UV-reactivation of phage fd (S.S. DNA phage) is a
host cell phenomenon

b.

That during W-reactivation of phage fd, the single
strand of DNA is converted to double stranded DNA and
by so doing an intact complementary strand is formed.
This

then

leads

to

recombination

between

the

homologous parts of the UV-irradiated host and phage
chromosome to yield whole phage particles (Fig. 15).
Similar results have been put forth by C. K. DasGupta
and R. K. Poddar, 1975. More light will be shed into the
W-reactivation of phage fd when the mechanism of UVreactivation of single stranded DNA phages is well
understood.
Nonetheless, these experiments have clearly demonstrated
that though recB-recF- double mutants mimics the UV-sensitivity of
recA56, recB-recF- double mutant is partially UV-indicuble while
recA56 is not. Consequently, the UV-sensitivity of a mutant is not
100

supposedly a reflection of its UV-inducibility capability. Finally, the
conclusion arrived at this point demonstrates that there are
differences in the genetics of W-reactivation of a double stranded

DNA bacteriophage and single stranded bacteriophage.
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Fig. 14

. Host-Cell Reactivation (Uninduced Host-Cells) of Single
Stranded DNA bacteriophage fd. (See page 91 )
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W-Reactivation
(Induced Host Cells)
Single Stranded Phage DNA

Irradiated S.S. DNA

Infection of irradiated host cells.

Induced repair system allows for
dimers to be synthesized over a
given whole complementary strand.

Asymmetric synthesis of
complementary strand is possible.

Replication goes on and whole
phages are produced.

Fig. 15

W-reactivation

( an

induced

host-cell function) of single

stranded DNA bacteriophage fd. (See Pages

104

94

)

Host-CeII Reactivation
(Uninduced Host-Cells)
Single Stranded Phage DNA

Irradiated S.S. DNA

Infection of unirradiated host cells.

Comptetion of complementary
strand is not possible.

Replication is aborted.
No whole phages are produced.
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